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Summary

1. Habitats and territories
2. IFD
3. Territoriality and learning
4. Territory defense
5. Territorials, satellites and sneakers



Fig. 13.1



1.- Home range vs. Territory

Defended or not.
Several types of turfs 
(A, B, C…)and home 
ranges.
Mating, feeding, both, 
winter, summer, post-
fledging, 



Habitat choice

Biotic and abiotic factors 
Abiotic: water, refugia, temp, wind, heat,…
Biotic.- food, mates, predators, parasites

The interesting studies examine trade-offs 
involved in making decisions.

Food vs. predators or parasites
Food vs interspecific competition
Females vs. predation risk, etc



2.- IFD

“Who cannot win!”
“at best, you can break even!”
“supply and demand”
Assumptions

Complete information (variability or “visibility”)
Free to move about (travel costs: time/effort)
No aggressive interactions (IDD)



Fig. 13.2 left



Fig. 13.2 right 



Fig. 13.3



Fig. 13.4



Kennedy M, Shave CR, Spencer HG and 
Gray RD. 1994. Ecology, 75: 2220-2226.



3.- Learning about territories

How do they know 
what is a good 
territory?



Why learn? . . .why not just put it in the genome?

Within lifetime predictability

Low Medium High

Low Why 
bother!

Learn Learn!!
definitely

Medium Why 
bother!

Learn or 
code it!

Learn

High DNA DNA DAN

Between 
generation 
predictability



Fig. 13.5



Fig. 13.6 right
Territory choice copying in lizards



Fig. 13.8
Fences make 
good neighbours



4.- Who gets the territories

RHP hypothesis
Sometimes supported (Lozano 1994) but 
sometimes not (Shutler and Weatherhead
1991).
Why not?

Resident effects
Other reasons?



Resident effects

Asymmetrical contests.

Value of a terr. differs among individuals

Hence some are willing to fight harder to 
keep it.



5.- Territorials, satellites and 
sneakers

Sunfish
Paternal males, 
female mimics, 
sneakers
2 distinct life histories 
(genetic?)

Ruff
Pied wagtails Photo D. Lank



Fig. 13.10

Satellites tolerated when food is abundant – pay by helping to defend



Finally Dying … gracefully
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